
FLEET EFFICIENCY 
REVIEW



KNOW WHERE 
YOU STAND, 
AND WHERE YOU 
NEED TO GO!
 While carriers are facing increasing 
operational challenges, maintenance and 
technical support teams are leaner than they 
have ever been. It is nearly impossible for 
maintenance and operations personnel to 
stay on top of new technologies, legislation 
requirements and to stay abreast of best 
operational practices. 
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TOPICS COVERED BY A 
STANDARD AUDIT
Vehicle acquisition and disposal process
■ Truck and trailer specs review
■ Impact on fuel consumption and
 maintenance
■ Warranty  

Maintenance practice review
■ Maintenance costs 
■ Tire management
■	 EPA	Mandated	items	(DEF/DPF	filters)
■	 Outsourcing	(relation	with	dealership)
■ Parts inventory analysis
■ Preventive and predictive maintenance
■ Technicians’ skills and training
■ Inventory management
■ Shop layout analysis

The audit process is carried out in 
cooperation with your team with the 
objective of building a solid action plan 
with your team’s endorsement. 

The cost for a standard audit is calculated 
based	on	the	fleet	size.

YOUR FLEET REVIEW
REPORT WILL INCLUDE
	A complete analysis of your
 operations

	Personalized	recommendations	
for fast ROI

	An action plan

INTRODUCTION
Dwayne O. Haug, a recognized industry 

veteran has joined forces with PIT Group 
to bring fleets the powerful combination of 

Haug’s first hand, operational experience and 
PIT Group’s 10 years of technology testing and 

analysis expertise in trucking.  Together, Dwayne’s 
in-depth fleet experience and PIT Group’s effective 
analysis processes will provide your fleet with the key 
information needed to meet its goals.

This knowledge is now
available to you!

EXPERTISE
The team’s trucking expertise and proven processes 
will identify your fleet’s strengths and areas for 
improvement. We know how busy you are!  Our report 
goes right to the point and provides a clear picture of 
your operation, how you compare to the industry and 
what are the immediate actions that need to be taken, 
with ROI in mind! 

PIT Group 
PIT Group has delivered technology evaluations, using
state-of-the-art equipment and procedures, on technologies
which resulted in higher fuel economies and lower 
emissions.  Their in-depth knowledge of fleet operations 
and reputation for providing critical data has been leads 
fleets across North American to count on PIT Group for 
insights, advice and recommendations for technology 
selection and deployment. 

Dwayne O. Haug
Dwayne O. Haug managed transportation operations to 
include maintenance, sales, marketing, safety and fleet 
operations for over 40 years.  His experience ranges 
from small fleets to fleets with over 7000 vehicles. Under
his leadership, fleets achieved reduced maintenance 
costs, optimally spec’d, cost-effective equipment and, 
finely tuned, efficient shop operations.

We deliver high impact results and an itemized action 
plan with quantified impact on costs and benefits.



Contact Us 
Toll-Free : 1-855-472-1159
info@thepitgroup.com

thepitgroup.com

Follow us:


